HABITAT FOR CATS (Mail address: P.O. Box 79571 N. Dartmouth, MA 02747)

Helping
homeless cats
through
Trap-Neuter-Return
and
Adoption Programs
Office: 1322 Ashley Blvd New Bedford, MA
(Office is donated for HFC use by Panagakos Development &
Michael & Jen Panagakos)

Year 2021 Looking Brighter for Rocky

Rocky, after recovery from eye surgery

We at HFC come across many unfortunate situations and are not always in
the position to help; luckily Year 2021
began on a positive note. One such
case was discovered at a Trap-Neuter
Return site in Westport, The area has
been a challenge to control the many
community cats ( also referred to as
feral/free roaming cats). Westport is a
rural community, with beautiful
woods and fields, providing a peaceful picturesque haven for people and
cats alike.
In early January of 2021, a Westport
couple reached out to HFC and Westport Animal control for assistance
with a colony which had settled on
their property. In particular, help was
desperately needed for a young kitty,
who they affectionately called Rocky.
The family felt compelled to bring

Rocky into their home because this
kitten had a severe upper respiratory
infection. A Habitat for Cats volunteer in collaboration with the Westport Animal Control Officer responded to the request for help. Since this
was an on-going area for TNR and
the family had already brought a few
cats into their home, it was decided
to schedule these cats immediately
for the next available visit by the
Animal Rescue League of Boston,
ARL Spay Waggin’ to the HFC Post
Care Clinic at 1322 Ashley Blvd
New Bedford (this space is donated
by Mr Michael Panagakos, owner of
Panagakos Development, to be used
by HFC to conduct spay-neuter/TNR
& adoption programs). A volunteer
brought Rocky to HFC and placed
him in a cozy space at the Post Care
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Clinic to await vet care by the ARL
Spay Waggin’. In addition to being
neutered and vaccinated, Rocky needed additional veterinary care due to his
severe upper respiratory infection.
ARL veterinarians immediately saw
that the infection had impacted one of
his eyes to the point of rupture, meaning he would need the infected eye
removed. At this point, ARL agreed
to take over his care and he was transferred to ARL’s Dedham Animal Care
and Adoption center where the neuter
and enucleation (eye removal) surgeries were performed.
Rocky was renamed by the ARL staff
to Mike Wazowski in honor of a character from the Pixar movie Monsters
Inc., and was assessed behaviorally to
determine if he was to be put up for
adoption. Mike was social almost immediately, and his playful personality
quickly won over staff and volunteers
alike. The resilient 11-month-old kitten recovered quickly from his surgeries and within a month after coming to
HFC and the Spay Waggin’, Mike
found a new home and is thriving! It
took a collaboration of 3 organizations
-HFC, Westport ACO & ARL and two
families to make this happy outcome
for Mike Wazowski possible!

Rocky prior to eye surgery
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Remembering Our Family & Friends
Donation By

In Memory Of

Mary Joanne Ahlander....... Tessie Mae and Rita Kelly
Carole & Tom Anderson...... Abby, beloved cat of Laura Anderson
Paul & Betty Audette....... Bernice Lilley
Deb Baumgarten............. Ruth Desroisers
Richard & Denise Bernardo.. Bustefer, a lost cat
Susan Bush................. Genji
Alexandria Calvao.......... Pinkie who gave me 15yrs of devotion
Amy J Camire............... my mother, Joan Howland Bernard
Mary Cassidy............... Paul Somerson
Patricia Corey............. Jezebel, Tinkerbell, Whiskers & Penny
Leo & Esther Dawson........ Oscar & Felix, our two black cats
Lorraine DeCosta........... Richard DeCosta
Darlene Doane.............. my cousin, Janet Cahill
Andrea & Rene Dumas ....... Cecelia Farias
Diane East................. Leonard Moniz
Raymond Elias.............. Rita Kelly
Olly Elias................. Bonnie Guptill, Westport’s loveliest
Brian & Mary Ann Feldon.... Bat, Bear & Bonnie
Joanne & Tom Fitzgerald.... Antone Farias & Gerald & Mary Costa
Bridget & Michael Flynn.... our sweet Cashew
Terri & Mark Giamalvo...... Daphne & Jazzy
Judith & Andrew Gillespie.. Peter Femiano
Joan & Albino Gomes........ Baby
Nancy & James Goulart...... Nadine Goyette
Carol Hazen................ Barbara Pauls Guinevere
Elaine Hodgson............. my friends, Lois Lyle & Eleanor Hanson
Michele M Jesus............ Mother cat, Thumper, Brownie & Hisser
Daniel Kamman.............. Sugar
Franni Keely............... Sugar
Peter & Dorothy Koczera.... my daughter’s cat, beautiful Lucy
Jon & Lorraine Lacob....... Jennifer Lynn Rooney & Sally Lacob
Tony & Diane Lopes......... Katrina
Celeste LeBoeuf............ Joyce Howland
Lauren Leurini............. our beautiful Tipsy who lived to 18
Diane V Lowe............... George Penedo
Steven & Silvia Mazza...... my sister, Ruth Silva
Todd & Debbie Martin....... Chips and Spookie—still miss them
Susan D. Martin-Oliveira... all my very precious cats
Debbie Medeiros............ my two dogs, Kody & Tyler,
Susan Milmoe & Jake Bakalar...... Bonnie Guptill
Jennifer & John Murphy..... Mittens & Whiskers
Bill Murray................ Charlie, who brought so much to my life
Nancy D Norcross........... Bonnie Guptill
Edward & Ellen Ouellette,.. Jr, Max and Snoopy
Chris Parks................ my mother, Pauline
Barbara Pauls.............. Barton Pauls
Rosemary Pettine........... Pippin
Franklin Pond.............. Barbara Jewel Pond
Brenda & Scott Prenda...... Sweetie, my best friend & forever angel
Royce Ratner............... Sooky
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Remembering Our Family & Friends

continued

In Memory Of

Donation By
Judy Robinson .............
Carol Rodrigues ...........
Susan Rooney ..............
Claire E Schweighardt .....
Mary Teresa Silva ........
Phyllis Sweeney ...........
Jane Swiszcz ..............
Ed & Holly Terceiro .......
Cynthia L. Tobojka ........
Ellen M Tripp .............
Pam & Mark Turick .........
Joyce Veilleux ............
Paul & Heidi Wade .........

Pinnochio, my wonderful Maine Coon cat
my sweet Siamese, Tawnee
Jennifer Lynn Rooney & Sally Lacob
all the cats I’ve loved
my five cats
Leonard Moniz
Snowflake
Peter Femiano
my daughter, Karen Belliveau
Leonard Moniz
Vicky
Joyce Howland
Janice McManus
*******

.......................... Pam Zeoli Babineau,
Our wonderful sister, HFC volunteer & friend :
Robert & Marilyn Cardi
Suzanne Denault
Albert & Patricia Pizzi
Michael & Theresa Pizzi
Judith A Nunes
Rebecca Pink
Claire E Schweighardt

Honoring Our Family & Friends
Donation By
Cheryl Zeimetz .................
Kathy Billings .................
Lori & John Barrett ............
Glenn Hoffman ..................
Rebekah A Tomlinson ............

In Honor Of

my sister,Vickie Rauseo
Cathy Cestard
Marie Barrett
Sylvester
Ginny McMahon & Cathy McCarthy, 2 very
dedicated volunteers
Marilyn Potvin ................. Sweet Sally
Donna Parillo .................. “the Boss”
Tom & Lynda Perkins ............ Deb Medeiros
Heidi Wade ..................... my mother Janice McManus
Diane V Lowe ................... George Penedo
Carol Rodrigues ................ Bree & Gracee
Helena Tavares ................. my grandsons’ Christmas wish list
Chapel St. Congregational Church ... for all of HFC-keep up the great work
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Dear Habitat for Cats.... Notes from Adopters
Cashew

We rescued Cashew (formerly Mia) from HFC in August 2007. It was a year before I married my husband, Michael and believe it or not, I wasn’t yet a cat person. Cashew was the
cat who made me into the cat lady I am today. She was the most loving and affectionate cat.
We snuggled every morning and she curled up with me in bed , under the covers with her
head on my pillow each night. Sadly, in May of this year Cashew was diagnosed with an
aggressive mouth cancer. She toughed it out a few months, but in August we made the
painful decision to have her put to sleep. The decision was even more heartbreaking as only
one of us could go inside the vet s’ office due to Covid conditions. We had 13 great years
together, it ended abruptly with heartache and will never feel like long enough. However , I
find comfort in knowing that Cashew lived her best life in the most loving home and returned that love with gratitude for her rescue every day. I hope this donation in memory of
our sweet Cashew will help HFC continue saving and TNR’ing the many cats in the New
Bedford area who desperately need your help. -- Love, Bridget & Michael

Yukon & Skyler Boutin - These adorable guys were adopted
7 years ago and still bring so much joy to our home!— Leonaud &
Paula Boutin
Eddie was rescued from a colony of community cats at the New Bedford
Landfill. Soon after being neutered & vet checked, Eddie found his forever
home with Alison. During the pandemic lock down, Alison, decided to add a
buddy for Eddie and adopted Louie, a shy grey & white kitten. Alison followed HFC advice on introducing a new buddy and allowed Louie to take his
time adjusting to his new life. Eddie and Louie are best friends.
*******
Thanks to your support, the volunteers at Habitat for Cats are able to help
homeless cats, through spay/neuter, education on cat related issues and
adoption programs.
*******

Eddie & Louie
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How to Introduce a New Cat to Your Dog
When we are helping a potential adopter make a match with the
HABITAT
CATS
perfect cat, we are often asked
how the catFOR
will do
with dogs. It’s
always impossible to perfectly predict how it will go. But there are
techniques that will vastly improve your chances for peace in your
home. I have had cats and dogs living together as part of my family
for my whole life, and I have orchestrated many successful introductions. But it has to be done carefully, thoughtfully, and, usually, slowly. I would never rule out adopting a cat just because you
have a dog. But you have to be smart about it. Some dog breeds are
trickier than others. Here are some tips for bringing a new cat or
kitten home successfully:

By Terry Somerson
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Be sure the cat is in a carrier when you bring him home. Check
Ziggy & Simon—Best Friends Forever
that the carrier is latched securely.
Have a quiet safe place like a spare bedroom ready with food, water, litter box, and soft bed.
Bring the cat into the quiet place immediately. Do not let the cat out loose in the house at all. Do not let the dog near the
cat. Close the door of the quiet place and keep it closed. Open the door of the carrier and let the cat come out when
he is ready. Don’t force him out. Expect him to be very scared.
Spend as much time with the cat in the quiet place as possible. Play with toys or sit and read or simply talk to the cat. This
helps the cat adjust to the sound of your voice. If the cat has hidden under the bed or behind the furniture, don’t force
him to come out. Keep the door closed. The dog most likely is very curious about the cat, but continue to keep them
apart.
Bring fresh food and treats into the room everyday and clean the litter box at least once a day if not more. The cat will get
used to you being around. Hopefully after a day or two the cat will have come out from hiding and will approach you.
If you play with feather toys or laser pointers that will help. Offer some treats such as Temptations.
After a few days (or when the cat seems more comfortable) open the door to the room and install a baby gate securely in
the doorway. While you supervise, leave the door open so the dog and cat can sniff each other through the bars of the
gate, but the cat still can feel safe. Be sure the cat cannot jump over the gate or squeeze through its bars. Do not leave
the door open unless you are around.
Continue with supervised visits through the baby gate for at least a week. Use your judgment to determine when you feel
the cat is more curious about the dog than scared.
When you think your cat is ready, let the dog into the room carefully. Close the door. (If the cat freaks out and runs out an
open door, he will hide somewhere in the house and you want to avoid this.) Watch the dog and cat interact. The dog
will be excited but hopefully not aggressive. Let them sniff at each other for a few minutes. If the cat hisses and
moves to scratch the dog, it’s actually a good thing because it will cause the dog to fear the cat a little.
Continue these visits until you feel the dog and cat are ready to be friends. Ideally, they understand by now that they are
both equal members of the family. The dog may chase the cat occasionally (it’s a natural instinct for breeds like terriers) but if you have introduced them carefully this should be more play than anything else. But do tell the dog “no”
firmly.
By this time your new cat should have free access to your home. Be sure to place his food in a location that your dog cannot get to. Dogs love cat food. One more tip – you can buy a baby gate that has a small trap door in it just big enough
for the cat but not big enough for most dogs. This will allow you to leave the door open but also let your cat return to
his safe place if he wants a break from terrorizing the dog!
One final note: if you are introducing a new rescue dog to your cat, ask the shelter to cat test the dog to ensure they will
eventually be friends. (Though, in my opinion the shelter environment can be so stressful for an adoptable dog that
it’s hard to know for sure how he will act in a home setting.)
Now keep in mind that the advice offered here is just my personal experience. Your situation may be different, and it might be
necessary for you to seek professional assistance. But good luck and hang in there. It can be rough at first but things most likely will calm down. At one time I had eight indoor cats living with two dogs, including a Jack Russell terrier with a strong prey
drive. Today, my shy cats Simon and Charlotte absolutely adore my 100-pound flat-coated retriever Ziggy. And he loves
them.
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Pandemic Update: Life at the Sanctuary Goes On
By Terry Somerson
As the world shut down last spring in response to
COVID 19, most animal rescue organizations closed to
both the public and their volunteers. But one volunteer
program has remained open and active through the
many months of the pandemic. In spite of the chaos
and uncertainty gripping the world, HFC’s sanctuary
for unsocialized cats continues to be a place of peace
and serenity for its volunteers.
SetMoo
in a rural
the sanctuary houses its permadoglocation,
and Zelda
nent residents in small sheds and huts that are spread
Pretty Girl
over approximately one acre of fenced-in land. In the
early days of the shutdown volunteers understood that
they could stop coming if they felt they were at risk.
Surprisingly, not one of the 30 volunteers dropped out.
With two shifts a day, seven days a week, volunteer
caregivers work alone or in pairs. Chores are divided
and are performed outdoors in the open air. The chance
of exposure to the virus is low when precautions are
taken.
Diane East, HFC co-founder, board member, and longtime sanctuary volunteer, comments that “the visits to
the sanctuary have kept me sane over the last months.
It’s mostly just me and the cats….I feel very safe there.
Feeding the cats is like feeding the soul.” Many caregivers expressed similar sentiments. Ambar Marchena, who began volunteering in 2019, says the sanctuary has
“become my second home. I love all the cats as if they were my own pets.” Ambar goes on to say that she can see how
grateful the cats are in their eyes. “I have found a second family in the sanctuary.” Dianne Freed, who has been volunteering with another caregiver weekly for 14 years, spoke gratefully of the cats and her work at the sanctuary. “Seeing
all the happy kitty faces each week” and safely catching up with her shift partner have truly represented pandemic survival for her.
While caregiver activities have continued uninterrupted, some adjustments did have to be made to operations. Spring
and fall full-sanctuary cleanups were restructured from the Saturday group gatherings they have always been. Instead,
individual volunteers signed up to deep-clean specific areas during their shifts. In addition, an all-team meeting
planned for April was canceled. But apart from these minor inconveniences, life at the sanctuary with our cats has gone
on as peacefully as ever.
HFC would like to shout out a special “Thank You” to Donna Parillo for all her help with trapping.
carpentry work and introducing HFC to camera monitoring of cats at the Sanctuary. Great Job!!
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Pandemic Puts Life On Hold for Some-Habitat for Cats Adjusts to Change
By Aura Correia
While the corona virus pandemic did not shut down activities at
Habitat for Cats, it did result in adjustments to our programs and
adapting to the Covid19 circumstances to ensure the safety of our
volunteers, community partners, our adopters, and the cats in our
care.
Our Trap Neuter Release (TNR) program was scaled back, due to
the state wide lockdown and the limited services of our veterinary
partners. Thankfully, our effort prior to March 2020 allowed us
to reach a total of 181 cats spayed & neutered.
The operating protocols at the Post Care Clinic/Adoption Center
in New Bedford were changed to reduce the number of volunteers present in the building at the same time. The same volunteers covered multiple shifts to help minimize exposure of other
volunteers. We are very thankful to these volunteers for accepting
this extra burden on behalf of the cats in our care. & fellow volunteers If you were to ask any of them, they will say that being able to volunteer and having a safe space to spend time away
from home during the lock down was a blessing and a respite from worries. There is nothing like a purring , silky soft kitty
to calm nerves.

Fleck

HFC Adoption program continued by using adoption “by appointment only” rather than our typical open Adoption Days. Our
available cats were posted using our Facebook page. Just like
most of the world-- live, in-person, public events such as our yearly Yard Sale and Purses for Paws Fundraiser could not be held.
Fundraising had to go virtual & on-line. HFC held a Facebook
Virtual Painting class, hosted by Karen Lander, of a beautiful Autumn landscape. The online event painting class was successful
thanks to numerous attendees who participated for the sake of
HFC programs. Online donations became much more routine.
Another volunteer literally took fundraising matters “into her own
hands” and hand-sewed face masks for sale at Beautiful Things
Gift Store in Westport. All the while, the cats in our care were
oblivious to outside happenings--volunteers with face coverings
were of no consequence to getting the love & care they needed.
This only confirms that cats are amazing, adaptable creatures and
can probably teach us a thing or two about living through a pandemic!

Keeping an eye on the world at the Post Care Clinic/Adoption Center
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WE LOVE HAPPY ENDINGS!
Ollie was a stray who came to us in the summer of 2016. He was prickly
and aggressive to other cats so we confined him in a comfortable enclosure
at our sanctuary. In spite of his behavioral issues, some wonderful adopters
fell in love with him and took him home.
Today, almost four years later, Gina and Steve report that Ollie -- who they
named Ramen -- is healthy and happy. Though he may not appreciate being
dressed up! (What cat does?)

Lees Supermarket in Westport will
donate 1% of the total of your collected sale receipts to Habitat for Cats.
Please save them and mail your receipts to Habitat for Cats P.O. 79571
N. Dartmouth, MA 02747.
Thank You to all our supporters who
have been collecting receipts, to Claudette, our volunteer receipt coordinator, and to Lees Market for allowing
us to participate in this program. The
total donation that Lees Market gave
back to Habitat for Cats in 2020 was
$1355.63.

